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Master of Science in Media Arts and Sciences

Abstract

Communication is vital in any workplace. However, as workers become less tied to
their desktops and computers, the need to provide them with a flexible, easy to use,
mobile method of communication becomes more necessary. This is particularly true
in “non-traditional” workplaces like factories or hospitals. Cell phones, PDA’s, and
walkie-talkies provide the mobility and most are easy to use, however, they are not
designed specifically with the workplace in mind and as a result, they do not adapt
to a worker’s changing environment.

The Simphony communication system is a mobile, voice-controlled, voice com-
munication system built on the iPaq (or any similar PDA) designed specifically for
distributed workgroups. It uses the 802.11b network to transmit either synchronous
or asynchronous voice data depending on the worker’s environment or preference.
The system allows for one-to-one or one-to-many communication with voice instant
messages or synchronous audio. Simphony transitions between different communi-
cation styles as the communication becomes more frequent. When at least 3 voice
instant messages are exchanged between two individuals or between an individual and
a group, the system automatically transitions them into a synchronous audio chat.

The Simphony interface looks much like an instant messaging client but is acces-
sible by voice commands or by button presses on the PDA screen. Simphony allows
users to define groups of individuals with whom they can communicate with simulta-
neously. When a group that a user is a member of becomes active, the user receives
notification of the activity by hearing approximately 10 seconds of the audio from
that group. If the user is currently in another conversation, she can decide to remain
in her present conversation or switch to the newly active group.

This thesis describes the design and implementation of the Simphony system and
its various applications in different areas.

Thesis Supervisor: Christopher Schmandt
Title: Principal Research Scientist, MIT Media Laboratory
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Whether it takes the form of formal meetings or informal hallway conversations,

communication and coordination among members of a team is what allows work to get

done and an end product to result. Studies show that informal group communication

in the form of synchronous, face-to-face contact serves a variety of roles including

coordination of tasks, collaboration, group building and social communication and

depending on the job-type, this type of communication could take between 25% and

70% of the time spent in the workplace [1].

Work groups are now distributed over various locations and time zones. Some or

all members might work remotely from home. Systems that try to support remote

communication and opportunistic interactions have tried to address the need of work-

ers to communicate with each other despite separations in space and time. Certain

work situations require an unusually large degree of data transfer and coordination

between co-workers in addition to the main set of tasks for each worker. These sit-

uations might occur in hospitals between doctors and nurses, in buildings between

support staff or in factories on production lines. Clean rooms in semiconductor fab-

rication facilities (fabs) also fall in this category. In these, like many other situations,

the task of each individual worker is a critical part of the workflow of the entire group.

However, what distinguishes these situations is that the need for cooperation is also

imperative. In these scenarios, collaborating with other individuals who are engaging

in their own primary task is critical to one’s individual progress. Collaboration be-
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comes a task in itself, one that must be performed along with several others. These

environments are also divided into time shifts in which a group of individuals work

for up to 12 hours at a time and are then replaced by another group.

This thesis prototypes a communication tool which facilitates opportunistic in-

teraction and communication among members of a distributed workgroup. Although

the scope of the communication tool proposed in this thesis is actually much greater,

and several user scenarios are given to highlight different features of the design, we

use the small user group of fab manufacturing technicians (techs) to make specific

assumptions about the design and get feedback about the system. The restrictions of

their environment make them a particularly focused and interesting group on which

to base specific design assumptions.

1.1 The Problem: Group Communication

As workers become more separated in space and time, the opportunity to engage in

spontaneous discussion and collaboration greatly decreases. In some cases, even if

workers are relatively close in proximity, the environment actually prevents or makes

difficult this type of communication. As communication technologies have developed,

there has been a lack of focus on technologies that help us remain aware of our

friends’, family members’, and co-workers’ activities and whereabouts because of the

privacy problem that these technologies pose. Instant messaging clients, like ICQ [2],

changed that by creating a notion of awareness which is closely tied to the frequency

with which a person uses a computer. This awareness, presented through audio and

visual alerts, allows a person to communicate with a “buddy” via the computer only

when they are aware that the buddy is available on their own computer. As our

work becomes more separated from a desktop computer, however, the same issue

once again becomes a problem. How do you remain aware of someone’s activities and

availability without encroaching on their privacy and personal space?

Particularly in the work setting, workers that we spoke with were apprehensive of

managers monitoring their activities and whereabouts, particularly their communica-
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tion, for fear that what they might say to others in confidence might jeopardize their

jobs. Privacy concerns are less of an issue when the users themselves specify when

they are available for communication and actively dictate how and when they can

communicate with others. The problem then becomes how to share that information

with others. In environments like the fab, the notion of availability is a difficult one

to convey because techs work in highly regulated “clean rooms,” while managers and

other personnel work in offices. Similarly, factory workers might be tied to their tools

while their colleagues might be tied to desks. Doctors might have to do rounds in

the hospital or a clinic, or be in surgery, while nurses and hospital staff tend to other

patients or paperwork.

Communication in a fab is notoriously difficult because of additional restrictions

posed by the clean room and by the environment and clothing. Clean rooms are

outfitted with wired telephones near each tool set or group of similar tools located

in proximity. When a tech wants to communicate with someone in another area or

outside of the fab, he or she must page that individual on an alphanumeric pager,

give the person their contact phone number and wait for the person to call them

back at the phone near their tool. In the meantime, they have no indication of the

whereabouts of that person or how long it will be before that person can call them

back. If they have a question about their tool, the downtime might be valuable

time wasted. This might delay the process at other tools and become very costly.

Furthermore, while they are communicating, they are most probably a few meters

from their station, preventing any further interaction with their tool. This hassle

not only prevents spontaneous interaction but inhibits even necessary contact. The

full body “bunny suits” that the techs are forced to wear also limit their movement,

their ability to perform precision input, and their ability to clearly see everything

around them. In addition, the yellow lighting and noise added by the tools might

play a factor in any form of communication. Many materials, like paper, are restricted

from the environment unless they undergo strict cleaning procedures. As a result,

materials and data transfer also become exceedingly difficult in this already restrictive

environment.
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We’ve all been to hospitals where we hear doctors and nurses being paged over

the intercom system or on personal pagers to call the nurses station or to report to

a certain area of the hospital. When spread through a building or interacting with

patients, hospital staff can be distributed and will never be able to be in all places

they are needed. An intercom system allows for immediacy in communication but

minimal privacy because not only does the doctor or nurse hear that they are being

paged, so does everyone else in the building. While at times this might be helpful, at

others it is annoying and inconsiderate. A system which allows members of a hospital

team to contact one another directly, independent of location, might allow greater

convenience, flexibility and privacy.

In an office or factory-type environment, support staff often wear walkie-talkies

or other devices which allow them to connect directly to members of their group.

Although these devices allow a group to communicate, independent of their location,

in a flexible manner, these devices have no knowledge of the environment in which

they are used and as a result must be used in the same way, independent of situation.

If one person is trying to speak with another, he or she must ask on that channel

whether the person is available or wait until he or she is. At this point, any number of

people on the same frequency can listen to the conversation. If the speaker encounters

a distraction, there is no way of notifying the other members or changing the way in

which they interact with the other people.

None of these situations has a communication solution which takes advantage of

the technology that is available today. All of these communication solutions can be

improved with a tool which had the flexibility to allow them to multitask - that is,

engage in their primary task and a communication task simultaneously. This thesis

describes a tool which addresses a variety of these problems.

1.2 Related Work

Approaches to designing communication tools for work groups vary but there are

some common design principles that might emerge to inform a group voice messag-
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ing and communication system. Ethnographic studies of workplaces often look for

communication behavior and patterns of specific types of workgroups and design sys-

tems to address each group’s needs. Systems like Media spaces [3] and VideoWindow

[4] provide open synchronous audio and video links between two remote locations.

Studies found that although both systems prompted brief social interactions, neither

prompted the type of interaction that would have occurred with similar, face-to-face

sightings. A comparison of video and audio conferencing systems also showed that

visual cues provided by video conferencing systems improved the structure of con-

versation [5]. Although participants perceived the video as beneficial, as it created

a seemingly richer interaction, this study showed that phenomenon like turn-taking

can be maintained in an audio space without the assistance of video.

Other systems look to connect desktops to one or many other desktops [6] [7].

These systems improve the audio and video links by giving some awareness of other

users by showing low resolution videos of each user and allowing the user to deter-

mine whether or not to communicate with an individual based on a “glance” into

their environment [8]. Systems like Cruiser, which allow users to look for available

colleagues, are inspired by social techniques like “cruising” an office to see who is

available to motivate the design of a system that looks for available colleagues [9].

Evaluations of such systems play up the usefulness of rich media like audio and video

and the awareness information these systems convey to others [10], because this type

of information allows the user to make a more informed decision about how and

when to communicate; however, they were still less likely to result in opportunistic

interactions than hallway meetings.

Existing communication systems not specifically designed for work environments

might be given to distributed workgroups to determine what types of behaviors the

technology might support. Although text messaging and group chat applications in

the workplace have yet to gain critical mass, they are a mechanism for opportunis-

tic interactions which work well if users are able to overcome the assumption that

those communication modalities are used specifically to “goof off” [11]. Systems, like

Hubbub, which support awareness, opportunistic interactions and mobility show that
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the right type of notification of availability can have a lot of influence on encourag-

ing opportunistic interactions. Hubbub supports sound icons that are triggered when

bubs (people on the buddy list) become available or come “online”. These individ-

ual icons not only give users some idea of who is available, they also allow the user

to contact that person using a simple, lightweight interaction style. These findings

support the idea that the type and amount of awareness should match the style of

interaction needed for the specific workgroup. These sound icons and the lightweight

communication mechanism work well for mobile users [12] because instead of passively

indicating the state of a coworker, they push this information on the user reminding

them of others’ presence.

Cellular radios or mobile push-to-talk communication services are also changing

the metaphors for mobile voice communication. The Direct Connect service by Nex-

tel offers such a service nationwide to over 11 million customers and allows groups of

up to 25 people communicate using a push-to-talk metaphor on their mobile phones

[13]. This feature is becoming so popular that companies like Sprint are also offering

similar services. Because of the many affordances provided by this medium, there are

a wide variety of interaction styles and behaviors exhibited by users [14]. Unlike other

messaging mediums (both text and audio), push-to-talk services not only provide a

rich, cotemporaneous medium in which turn-taking is enforced by the technology (i.e.

not a full-duplex channel), they also have low production, start-up, delay and recep-

tion costs experienced with other mediums. Evaluated against Clark and Brennan’s

framework [15], this medium provides the most affordances for communication which

then result in more frequent copresent activity.

Communication systems that use voice only in environments where users are usu-

ally behind a desk or carry a mobile device are known to be useful because they

allow for a large amount of multi-tasking and can be used in an eyes or hands free

mode. Systems like Thunderwire and Somewire look at audio-only spaces, the types

of interactions supported in these environments, and the types of interfaces needed

to manage these spaces. Results of evaluating this space showed that a high quality

audio space was a natural mode of interaction between participants. However, the
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system could have included some indication of who was present in the audio space and

a simple way to move in and out of the audio space as the environment demanded it

[16]. Users of this system felt that they would be more comfortable with conducting

interactions over the audio space if they knew who was present.

Several audio systems designed at MIT show unique ways of grounding an inter-

action or allowing for a variety of styles of interaction using one system. The Talking

in Circles system allows for a clever mix between a visual and audio interface. Par-

ticipants in an audio chat are represented by a circle that they draw on the screen

interface and move between conversations represented by groups of circles. The vol-

ume of participants that are farther away in the virtual space is reduced to provide

audio parallelism of the visual environment. This unique mix of a visual and audio

environment allows for peripheral spatial awareness of others in the space [17]. This

type of feedback allows users to see activity in a space without having to listen to

it. This makes data transferred using the system accessible through the visual or

audio interfaces or both together. The TattleTrail audio chat system also developed

at the MIT Media Lab uses the IP based network to store the audio chat and allows

users to browse and catch up to audio conversations, much like they can with instant

messaging histories [18]. Interfaces like this have shown that a GUI is not necessary

to manage communication in an audio-only interface [19].

One of the first systems that tries to dynamically change an audio space in response

to participant behavior, in order to more accurately model real group conversation is

the Mad Hatter system [20]. This system tries to take into account the fact that the

conversational floor changes frequently amongst members of a “gelled social group”

(e.g. two participants split off to form a new conversation). By detecting different

conversations and dynamically modifying the audio presented to the participants,

making their current conversation more salient than the conversations of others, this

system hopes to reinforce the dynamic configuration of conversations in audio spaces.

Communication interfaces already in use by particular workgroups, like the Voice

Loops system, are interesting because they are developed internally by users a need

driven basis. Not only does this make the interface specific to their work environment,
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but in many cases, users have developed cognitive models that allow them to interact

on a very expert level with these systems. They become highly integral to the process

of workflow and closely tied to the event-driven, hierarchical structure of the envi-

ronment. NASA uses the Voice Loops system in air traffic and space mission control.

Voice Loops are essentially open audio spaces in which different people interact and

exchange information. The various loops are organized in a hierarchical structure,

much like the teams at the control center. Engineers and technicians usually mon-

itor more than one channel simultaneously and are able to extract the information

relevant to them. This shows how communication systems that are so closely tied to

work processes can become a part of the users’ cognitive model [21].

Communication systems on the market today like the Vocera Communication

Badge allow for distributed, wireless communication amongst two or more co-workers

[22]. However, this system provides only a synchronous voice communication (along

with some limited text messaging) and an interface to a PBX. Above this commu-

nication infrastructure, there exist few features which actually allow communication

to adapt to workers needs in a busy environment. The system allows for location or

role-based messaging, however this is the extent to which it supports the specific com-

munication style of work groups. The system described in this thesis uses a platform

similar to the Vocera Communication Badge. It integrates computer supported co-

operative work (CSCW) approaches to distributed group communication, along with

field research from the fab, to create a communication system that specifically al-

lows small groups to have ongoing interactions in ways that support each individual’s

situational and informational needs.
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Chapter 2

User Scenarios

The following chapter begins with an overview of SimPhony’s features and goes on to

discuss several user scenarios for the SimPhony system. Each highlights a different

part of the system and hopes to show the various flexible ways one can use this group

communication tool.

2.1 SimPhony Overview

The SimPhony client runs on a pocket PC or a telephone and connects to the Sim-

Phony server which runs on a desktop or laptop computer. On a basic level, the

system functions much like commercial instant messaging (IM) clients. It allows users

to define a list of “buddies” or contacts with whom they would like to communicate.

These buddies can be listed by nicknames or real names as defined by the user. Users

receive audio notification when their buddies sign into the system and can also query

whether their buddy is already communicating with someone else. Users can contact

these buddies by sending a voice instant message, a short recorded voice message sent

asynchronously to the other party, or by directly connecting in a synchronous voice

over IP (VOIP) session.

What distinguishes the system from a commercial IM client, however, is that users

can also define groups of buddies and have them listed on their buddy list under one

name. When a user wants to communicate with this group, he only has to message
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this one name and all the members are included in the recipient list for voice messages

or the contact list of the synchronous conversations. Each user in the group receives

audio notification when there is activity in the group and can join in on any of the

“conference calls”. If a user is in a conversation with a buddy or a group and another

group becomes active, the user receives an interrupt alert and hears 10 seconds of

audio from the interrupting group. At this time, the user has the option switch

to the interrupting group or stay with the current group. In addition, the system

transitions users into different styles of communication based on their frequency of

communication. If two users are sending voice messages back and forth frequently, the

system will automatically transition them into a full-duplex synchronous conversation

hoping to expedite their communication by using a more demanding but informative

channel.

2.2 The “Fab”

Microchip fabrication plants (fabs) are characterized not by their factory setting but

by the additional restrictions placed on the technicians because of the strict cleanroom

protocols that they must follow. Each manufacturing technician (tech) wears a full

body “bunny suit” with gloves and a head mask and must be extremely careful about

the materials that he brings in and out of the fab. For the most part, techs attend to

large tools which perform different processes on a wafer lot or set of chips. The tech’s

primary job is making sure the tools function properly and advancing the lots between

tools. Much of the process is automated, however, when something goes wrong, that’s

when the tech steps in to fix the problem. The following is a hypothetical scenario

based on observations made in a semiconductor fabrication facilityh.

Lane is a tech who has worked at the Intel fab in New Mexico for over 10 years.

Over his career, he has seen his job become more focused around pinpointing and

fixing tools in the cleanroom. During one of Lane’s 24 hours shifts, a mission-critical

application fails, and subsequently, this results in the failure of the automation sys-

tem. Lane’s first job is to find out whether this is an automation problem, a problem
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with the process that automates the movement of lots from one tool to the next, or

a problem with the individual tool. To simplify this process, the SimPhony system

allows him to conference with other techs in the fab at that time, or with the other

techs at that tool set. He uses the command “connect to ToolGroup” and asks every-

one at his tool set whether they are experiencing the same problem. Several people

respond saying that they too are having similar problems. He discusses with them

exactly what they are experiencing so he can later relay this to others. In a short

time, they come to the conclusion that this is in fact an automation problem because

nobody seems to be having specific problems with their tools. Without the SimPhony

system, this might have taken them all day to figure out and communicate to one

another by paging each other back and forth.

Lane then uses the command “connect to ASC” to report their problem to a

member of the automation support center (ASC). Often the ASC personnel take

reports from several techs and try to gather as much information as possible. While

talking with Lane, Joan, a member of the ASC decides to conference with other techs

as well. She uses the command “connect to LithoToolSet” to speak with all of the

techs at Lane’s tool set. With a more unified communication system, she can speak

with several techs at once and get a more detailed description of the problem. She

is unable to troubleshoot the problem on her own so she declares a code yellow (an

alert to all of the fab to let them know that part of the manufacturing process has

gone down). Normally, at this stage, Joan would need to send a text message to all

automation personnel informing them that they need to dial into a phone bridge where

they can discuss the problem and devise a solution. With the SimPhony system, she

is able to “connect to main bridge” and speak with everyone at once. All personnel

in that group will receive an audio alert indicating the group has become active and

if they are in another conversation, they will be interrupted with 10 seconds of audio

from the main bridge group and can switch to the group since it is important. Group

members might be in the fab using a pocket PC or at a desk and receive a phone call

connecting them to the active group. Joan can see which members are online and

which are offline and know how many people should be present in the group.
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Joan, the crisis manager in this situation, describes the problem and its impact to

the members of the group. At this point, Matt, the manager on call (MOC) connects

to Stefan, the fab sweep coordinator (FSC) and asks him to prepare a team to do a

sweep of the fab. Since both Matt and Stefan heard the complete description of the

problem from Joan, they are able to find the most skilled people in that area to make

up the team. Stefan creates a sweep team of 4-5 members and forms a group using

the SimPhony’s screen interface. He then connects to the sweep team that he has just

created to inform them of their tasks. Stefan assigns each member of the team to an

area of the fab. The team gathers information at each of their areas. The members

are constantly able to discuss issues amongst themselves by messaging the sweep

team group or remaining connected in their ongoing conversation. Stefan is able to

learn from these discussions and ask specific questions throughout the sweep without

having to wait for the team to dial back onto the phone bridge that would normally

be created for this communication task. Audio interruptions inform members who

are communicating in another group about activity on that channel.

Periodically, Stefan connects to the main bridge group to update the participants

of this group about the sweep. He receives interruptions from the sweep team group

if he is needed in that conference. Simultaneously, Matt joins a group of production

managers who also want to be updated about the sweep. He too is still monitoring

the main bridge group and receiving interruptions when activity occurs in the group.

Finally, the sweep team is able to solve the problem and Stefan asks them to process

the wafers on the tools again. If anyone on the main bridge has any further questions

or requests, they can easily ask Matt or Stefan directly to relay this to the sweep

team. This pass down of instructions can occur almost instantaneously using the

SimPhony communication system and does not require a complicated series of paging

and waiting to receive phone calls.

At this point, the sweep team reports a few remaining problems to Stefan. Stefan

is not be able to solve the problem himself so he uses the command “connect to

lithoexpert”, a person he has nicknamed because of his expertise in troubleshooting

automation at the lithography machines, to help solve the problem. Stefan reports
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these remaining issues back to the main bridge. Finally, the issues are resolved, and

the sweep team makes a final sweep of the fab. The sweep is successful so the groups

go idle once more until the next problem arises.

The advantage of using the SimPhony system is that communication that normally

takes several minutes to perform can occur quickly, with no waiting time. The process

of paging someone and waiting for them to call you back has suddenly been reduced

to a one step process of connecting to that individual or leaving them a detailed

voice message which they can respond to at their convenience. In addition, groups

of people can communicate either constantly or intermittently over long periods of

time without having to play “phone tag” to get in touch. Liaisons between groups

can monitor the activity of several groups and have high-level awareness of when the

groups are active and how much communication is occurring. Individuals can join a

group and reach several people at once instead of having to disseminate information

one at a time or through phone bridges where it is never completely clear who is

present.

What distinguishes this system from others coming on the market is the simulta-

neous management of several channels at once. Most systems try to emulate phone

conversations and might allow users to make three-way conference calls or switch be-

tween two calls. This system tries to give users a better way to manage a conference of

several people by giving more awareness of who is involved in a group, whether there

is activity in a channel, and whether or not group members are actively participating.

The value of SimPhony is this: while technology might allow people to communicate

over remote distances and time, it cannot teach people to communicate in different

ways. This system gives users more awareness tools to manage group communication

while allowing that communication to occur in ways that they are used to.

2.3 The Hospital

Hospitals are another place where teams are distributed in location but often need

to coordinate and communicate with one another to get the job done. Nurses and
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doctors have very well-planned rounds and shifts of tasks, particularly in more critical

patient care areas. Sharing information between shifts and between nurses and doc-

tors working in the same area and with the same patients is critical. Communicating

information in a timely manner between caretakers can be the difference between

mediocre and great care, and in some patients, this makes a lot of difference.

Nurse Jones is one of the nurses who works the night shift in the pediatric ward

four days a week. Her duties over the course of the night are diverse and sometimes

difficult but often require alerting a doctor of a patients needs and coordinating with

other nurses so that the entire ward gets the best care. Children as young as one year

to 15 or 16 years in varying levels of recovery require a great deal of attention. Rarely

is she in front of a computer or near an accessible phone and yet her promptness is

often critical. Being there when a patient needs her, particularly those who are too

young to page her when they need her attention, is what makes her a good nurse.

On one particular Wednesday night, Kyle, one of the babies on her rounds, was

running a high fever and having trouble sleeping. Nurse Jones spent as much time

as she could trying to calm the child down but she had several other children to look

after and give their final dose of medicine. Finally, the child fell into a fitful sleep. At

this point, using the SimPhony system, she sent a message to the group WedNtStaff

asking them too keep an eye on this child as they were doing their rounds. Several

nurses in this group who were discussing another patient at the time responded,

agreeing to keep an eye on Kyle.

An hour later, Nurse Jones was still helping some of her other patients when one

of the other nurses, Nurse Linst, established a connection to her using the SimPhony

system and alerted her that Kyle was crying again. Nurse Jones had her hands full

at the moment, so she used a voice command to add the WedNtStaff to her current

conversation with Nurse Linst. She asked whether anyone could look in on Kyle

until she could get there. Nurse Johnson was currently in the room next door to

Kyle. Although she was in a conversation with a doctor when Nurse Jones send her

message, she briefly heard Nurse Jones asking for help as part of the short alert she

received as part of the WedNtStaff. The SimPhony system alerts all members of a
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group when there is activity in a group to which they belong, even if they are in

another conversation. The notification consists of a brief snippet of audio from the

conversation itself. Often, this is enough for the person to decide whether they want

to switch to this other group or not. As Nurse Johnson was only consulting about

medication with the doctor, she was able to walk next door and look after Kyle until

Nurse Jones could make it back. As soon as she had ended her conversation with the

doctor, Nurse Johnson switched to the WedNtStaff group and let them know that

she was looking after Kyle so that the rest of them could continue with their own

patients. Because there is no convention for acknowledging that you have received

a message in the SimPhony system, nurses make sure they are explicit about all of

their actions so that others know that there message was received.

SimPhony’s ability to allow group conferences or conversations between individu-

als, and to transition easily between the two, allows somewhat dynamic configuration

of the nurses’ duties and practices. This enables them to help as many patients as

possible. It gives them eyes and ears in all parts of the hospital ward, which makes

their job easier and allows them to be more successful at it.

2.4 The Office

Most modern office buildings have maintenance, security teams, IT personnel or sys-

tems administrators in charge of building facilities, safety, or troubleshooting com-

puter and network problems. Many of these teams are structured in much the same

way as hospital or fab workers. These teams of three or more people are scattered

throughout a building - often away from their desks - helping others. The nature of

their work, means that these personnel must often consult with their team for advice.

Because of this need, it is helpful for them to carry communication devices that allow

them to discuss issues or find one another when necessary. The facility team at our

own building in the Media Lab carries walkie-talkies to help them do just this.

The beginning of the academic year is never an easy time for the building’s sys-

tem administrators. This year, there are three of them in charge of setting up new
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computers and registering accounts for a batch of 35 new students. Although there is

an order to the system, there are always exceptions to the rule. Some students bring

their own laptops to be registered and have questions about installing software and

connecting from home. Some need fixed IP addresses and specific configurations on

their machines. Some do not know the first thing about their computers and want

someone to help them understand it. The list goes on.

As the staff answers requests and moves from office to office, they can use the

SimPhony system to ask questions of one another and, if they want, hear questions

and answers being exchanged by other members of the group. They have the flexibility

to have private conversations, send personal or group messages or have open group

discussions. As a problem arises in office 357, Marcy, one of the facilities staff, calls

her colleague Hillary (wherever she might be) to figure out how to configure a new

student’s machine so that she can access her home directory from abroad. She was

unfamiliar with the configuration for the new modem drivers for Windows XP and

she knows that Hillary was recently upgrading several machines to XP.

Marcy sends Hillary a message using the SimPhony system. Since Hillary is

carrying her PDA, she can access her messages whenever she is free and not just

whenever she is at her desk. Hillary is with a student when she receives Marcy’s

message, so the request has to wait a few minutes. When she has a chance, she

responds to Marcy’s message with another message. She thinks she knows the answer

but is not sure. She explains briefly in the message. Marcy receives that message

right away and responds quickly to get clarification. At this point, since both of them

have exchanged rich voice instant messages quickly, the system assumes that they are

both available for communication and automatically upgrades them to a full-duplex

audio session. They are chatting about this matter when Hillary spots Ed walking

by. She remembers that he was struggling with a similar problem last year. She calls

out for him and he stops to see how he can help. As she is talking to him, she presses

the down arrow on her PDA and downgrades her conversation with Marcy back to a

voice instant message.

Marcy hears another voice in her conversation with Hillary and is not surprised
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that she then hears the beep signifying that she is once again recording a message

for Hillary as opposed to talking directly to her. She assumes that Hillary must have

received another request and picks up some work hoping that Hillary can later help

her find a solution to her current configuration problem. Several minutes later, she

receives a request for connection from Hillary. Hillary informs her of Ed’s suggestion.

Marcy tries it and it seems to work. She emails the student telling her that her

machine is ready and moves on to her next challenge.

With the SimPhony system, she was able to fix this problem within the hour

without having to wait for Hillary to check her mail and perhaps missing Ed’s input

all together. Because of the convenience and flexibility of the system, she was able to

communicate with others without inconveniencing them.
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Chapter 3

User Interface

The primary motivation in designing the user interface of the SimPhony system was

to create a flexible, simple to use, yet powerful communication system for distributed

workgroups, one that would not lack any of the conveniences and transparency of the

systems currently in use. Furthermore, by providing location independence, multiple

modalities, multiple metaphors for communication and the ability to manage several

audio channels almost simultaneously, SimPhony would ultimately provide a more

useful system.

The system allows for distributed one-to-one and one-to-many communication in

a variety of styles from voice instant messaging to full duplex audio. It allows users to

create lists of “buddies” to whom they have quick communication access and a higher

level of communication awareness through the system. The system can be accessed

by three interfaces, two on the pocket PC and one on a regular telephone or cellular

phone. The primary motivation for such a design is because some members of a group

might actually be behind a desk or on the road and find it more convenient to access

the system on a periodic basis over the phone. A group can actually consist of several

telephone users (as a call center might be), and connecting to that group might simply

alert the first available member of the group instead of having to access one at a time.

The flexibility of providing one relatively new modality for access, the pocket PC, and

one older modality for access, the phone, allows for varying construction of the group

hierarchy and poses several different design challenges, some of which are addressed
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Figure 3-1: User using the SimPhony system in three modes: voice commands only,
screen interface and telephone interface.
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in this system and some of which are discussed in Chapter 6.

3.1 Audio

Many of the workgroups described in the previous chapter operate in an environment

of constant challenges and interruptions. Members are often in transition between one

location and the next, or engaged in a task which requires a high amount of attention

or, at the very least, both hands. A voice-controlled interface works well for these

types of environments because it allows the user to multitask by using their voice to

control the system while keeping their hands and eyes on their primary task. There

are many considerations that need to be taken into account when designing a speech

interface for such a communication system. I will discuss several challenges that we

encountered during the design of the SimPhony system and justify and motivate our

solutions.

Because we use speech to communicate with others, it is important when design-

ing a speech interface to make sure the interface is aware of the difference between

commands issued to the interface and those not. A common solution to such a prob-

lem is to have a push-to-talk button much like a walkie-talkie. Pressing this button

signifies to the interface that it is either being issued a command or to transmit the

audio while the button is pressed. The trouble with a voice-controlled, voice com-

munication system, however, is in differentiating speech used for system commands

and those intended as communication to others. Visual feedback was not an option

because it would require that the user look at the screen to understand what state

the system was in. As a result, the solution had to be either audio or tactile feedback.

Since all of the commands were short, we chose to make the command mode push

(and hold) to talk. To issue commands to the system, the user must push the button

on the side of the iPAQ and hold it as she speaks the command. Releasing the button

signals the system to process the command and results in either audio feedback that

the appropriate action has been completed or in an error audio icon indicating a false

recognition by the speech recognizer or a command that was unable to be processed
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in the user’s current state (i.e. logging in when the user is already logged in). When

sending voice to communicate or record a message for a buddy, the user first receives

audio feedback that the system is ready to record and instead of pushing and holding

the button as she talks, the user simply pushes the button once and the system begins

recording and/or transmitting. This metaphor resembles the push-and-lock feature

of some buttons. The recording state is then toggled. One additional press ends the

recording. In the case of the voice message, this completion of recording also sends

the message to its recipient. In the case of a full-duplex connection, it simply ends

the transmission and the user must press again to being transmitting once more.

The functionality which is accessible via the speech interface is somewhat re-

stricted to improve the accuracy of the speech recognizer. The most important func-

tionality, that of the messaging, is what is best done using the voice commands.

There are six main commands that control the system functionality. They are lo-

gin, logout, voice message <name>, connect to <name>, listen to messages, add

<name>. Names of all the users were also added to the speech recognition vo-

cabulary. Nicknames for any of the users can also easily be added to the speech

recognition vocabulary. At this stage of the prototype, this requires manually adding

the nickname to the vocabulary, however, this can also be added as functionality to

the SimPhony interface. A user can enter his or her own nicknames for another user

and and the recognizer might either load this user’s individual vocabulary or simply

have redundant names for several of the users.

Finally, voice, the most important data type, is used as the primary communica-

tion mechanism in the SimPhony system. In an asynchronous, voice instant messaging

mode, a user records a message for another user and upon completion of that record-

ing sends it to the other user. At its most extreme case, this type of message might

be similar to voicemail where the delay could be up to a few days or more. If a user

logs out before listening to a message or is logged out when the message is sent, he

or she will have to access the messages through the message archive. The message

will most likely be “semi-synchronous” where the delay is small and the recipient

of the message listens to it immediately upon arrival (making the delay equal the
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time of composition plus the time before the recipient listens to the message). The

synchronous mode, however allows users to talk in a full-duplex mode (much like a

telephone conversation). Voice instant messaging is convenient, particularly for peo-

ple who may be busy, because it gives the recipient notification that a message has

been received but allows them to listen to it when they choose.

3.1.1 Auditory Feedback

Because the majority of SimPhony’s features are usable in a voice-only mode, it

is important to provide the user with auditory feedback to reinforce and aid their

actions.

Many of the audio cues given to the user represent the state of the system. When

the user logs in and out, there are complimentary audio cues which tell them their

action was successful. When another user logs in, the buddies on their list receive an

alert indicating that a user has logged in. Individual alerts can also be substituted so

that the user knows, without looking at the screen, who the new user is. When a group

session becomes active or a voice message is received, different activity indicating tones

alert the user of the new message. Although the current version of the SimPhony

system uses standardized audio cues for group activity and new messages, many of

these tones can be individualized by the user so that the user has a better idea of

who is trying to communicate with him.

If a user is currently in a chat and another group becomes active or another

buddy tries to chat with him, he will be interrupted with 10 seconds of audio from

the interrupting session, during which time he can switch over to the new session or

stay in his current session. This “preview” of the newly active session is meant to

serve as a topic indicator. If the user is more interested in the interrupting session

after hearing briefly what is being discussed, she can choose to tune in to the new

session. This preview is much like hearing a conversation as its members pass by.

When the speakers are in the range of the listener, she can interject or tune into the

conversation. Once the speakers have passed by, they are no longer in range and

neither the listener nor the speakers can communicate. If 10 seconds is too much of
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Figure 3-2: Currently in a group session when someone else interrupts.

an interrupt for the user, he can configure the system to have a shorter preview (or

no preview at all). If the user does not want to hear the preview, he can cancel the

preview and go back to his current conversation. Alternatives to playing actual audio

from a new conversation might be playing a small alert, perhaps hearing muffled

voices in the background to indicate that a group is becoming active. This way the

user can excuse himself and switch to the other conversation if necessary. When a

session interrupts, the user receives an audio tone and a message on the bottom of

the screen shown in figure 3-2 indicating who has interrupted and that she can press

the right arrow key to switch to the interrupting conversation. After 10 seconds, if

the user does nothing, she will come back to her original conversation. If she decides

to switch, she can press the right arrow key and join the interrupting conversation

and her screen reflects that change.

3.2 Visual

Although the visual interface for SimPhony might be used less frequently, it is equally

important because it allows users to perform some of the high level organizational
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Figure 3-3: Login screen.

and navigational tasks inherent in a complex system. The visual interface looks much

like those of today’s commercially available instant messaging clients. Users log in

on the login screen as shown in figure 3-3 and when the system registers them as

logged on, they see their “buddy lists”. A buddy list is a list of people also using the

system to whom you have a “short cut”. Other users who are online or logged on to

the system are shown in white; users who are offline are shown in grey. Groups in

addition to individuals, can also be listed on the buddy list. Although the current

interface does not display the names of the individuals who make up the group, future

versions may easily have this accessible to users. Like individuals, groups which are

currently active, meaning that one or more individual is sending a message to or

chatting in that group, are also shown in white. When a user logs in, not only does

their name change color, but an audio icon appears, indicating their presence. This

fairly standard practice allows users to distinguish between online and offline users

and alert others to new users. This practice promotes spontaneous collaboration

(much like meeting in the hallway). More sophisticated versions of the same client

might have separate, personalized audio icons to indicate the presence of each user

or might have a time stamp showing the amount of time a user has been logged
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Figure 3-4: Creating a new group.

in or the time since their most recent conversation to give others some idea of how

busy their buddy is. These subtle indications of presence hopefully promote smarter

communication and collaboration.

From the main screen, users can perform several actions or configurations. To

create a group, a user can select the check box next to the names of as many buddies

as they would like and then press the group icon (the third button down on the

right side). A box shown in figure 3-4 comes up asking them to name the group and

that group not only gets added to the database of users but also the current users

buddy list. At this stage, the name needs to be manually added to the grammar

for the speech recognizer but this integration can be done automatically as well. A

further step in this direction might allow users to define groups using voice commands,

however, the complexity with a feature like this would be in correctly recognizing the

group name said by the user, entering it into the grammar, and having it subsequently

correctly recognized. This might require an additional confirmation step between the

user and the recognizer, perhaps having the recognizer repeat or synthesize what it

heard and repeat it back to the user and allow the user to confirm or change what

was recognized.
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Figure 3-5: Using screen menus to send a message to a buddy.

Users can also use the screen menus to perform all of the same actions they can

using voice commands. Clicking on a buddy’s name pops up a menu shown in figure 3-

5 which allows the user to text, voice message or directly connect to another buddy or

a group. When recording a message or synchronously chatting with a buddy/group,

the screen reflects the active state by showing a box with the name of the person or

group. See figure 3-6. Beginning and ending recording is indicated with a tone in

the case of a voice message and with a flashing LED on the iPAQ. In the case of a

synchronous connection, a tone is only used when the session begins and ends but

transmission is indicated by the same flashing LED.

When a user receives a voice message, a message box pops up with the name of

the sender. Clicking the audio icon on the box shown in figure 3-7 plays the voice

message. Alternatively, using the voice command “listen to messages” will accomplish

the same task.
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Figure 3-6: Currently in a group chat.

Figure 3-7: Receiving a voice message.
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3.3 Telephone

The telephone interface to the SimPhony system is a slightly simpler interface which

allows only the most basic but vital functionality. The telephone interface was de-

signed to allow people who are in front of a desk and phone or on the road and only

accessible by mobile phone to have access to those using an iPAQ and the SimPhony

system. From any telephone, users can dial into the SimPhony system and use voice

commands to navigate through the menus and prompts. Unlike many current tele-

phony applications, SimPhony allows users to use the same voice commands on their

pocket PC and over the phone. This allows expert users to navigate quickly through

the system without waiting to hear the menus. Redundancy is created by allowing

touch tones in addition to voice commands to navigate through the system - this pre-

vents any frustration with voice recognition that might occur in noisy environments.

They specify their name to login, and use the same commands used with the pocket

PCs to navigate the systems functionalities. From the main menu, they can voice

message <name>, connect to <name>, or listen to messages. As with the pocket PC

client, they can record a message for any other user using the voice message command

and they can synchronously connect to any other online user or group with the connect

to command. Listen to messages allows them to listen to any messages that have been

recorded for them while they were online or offline. Further development will allow

groups and other users to place calls to clients normally connected over the phone if a

message is urgent. The client will receive a phone call which automatically connects

them to the group which tried to reach them. If the user is unavailable, one of the

members of the conversation can leave a voicemail message for her.
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Chapter 4

Architecture

Because of the distributed nature of the SimPhony project, the various aspects are all

separate but interdependent entities. SimPhony primarily acts as a connector between

individuals who connect either using a pocket PC or a phone. The intelligent part of

the system allows for the connection to take many forms based on the restrictions of

the client, the needs of the client, and the communication behavior of the client. Most

of the behavior of the system is controlled and maintained by the server while the

clients deal with the audio recording and playback and maintain the interface between

the system and its users. A communication system like SimPhony might someday

interact with other applications on the device and allow users to send and receive

or share documents, spreadsheets, or other data from other users. Until then, the

pocket PC is used for its processing power, the high power microphone and speaker,

and its ability to work on the wireless network and interact with other machines on

this network.

4.1 Hardware and Software Requirements

The current implementation of the SimPhony system uses one Compaq iPAQ pocket

PC h3950 and one Compaq iPAQ pocket PC h3970. The difference between these

two is only in the amount of ROM available is not pertinent to this project. The

system also ran on a Toshiba e740 pocket PC. All three of these devices were running
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Figure 4-1: System diagram of the SimPhony system.
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Windows CE 3.0 and pocket PC 2002 along with Flash Player 5.0 for pocket PCs.

The interface was written using Flash 5 and is part of a larger embedded C++

application running on the client machines. Software created by Ant Mobile Software

(Flash Assist Pro v.1.25) made it possible to compile a Flash swf file into a embedded

Visual C++ project and create an installable pocket PC application.

The server runs on a Windows 2000 desktop (or laptop) machine running Java 2

(j2sdk1.4.0) in the C:/simphony/server directory where all of the recorded files and

messages are stored for later access. The clients and the server use TCP sockets to

communicate information between one another.

The voice recognition server is a Visual Basic application which uses Microsoft

Speech (SAPI 3.0) for recognition. The recognition server sets up a UDP socket

connection to the client on which it receives the voice commands.

The telephone client uses the same server and voice recognition server as the

pocket PC clients, however, it uses an Intel Dialogic D/41JCT-LS 4-port board to

create a gateway between the phone and a telephone client application, written in

Visual C++, running on the machine containing the board.

4.2 Modules

The client and server software have all been decomposed into modules for easy devel-

opment and testing. Each software module depends on a main messaging platform

created for the project but could easily be based on a more robust open source mes-

saging platform, like Jabber.

Each of the modules approximately corresponds to a class on the client side or

a Java object on the server side. The main classes and objects will be discussed in

turn.

4.2.1 Multicast Messaging

IP multicast is a bandwidth efficient way to stream data to a large group at the

same time. This fire and forget protocol does not allow for a back-channel or any
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performance feedback, however it is scalable and works well for streaming media

and delivering time sensitive material to large groups simultaneously. Unfortunately,

there are many different protocols currently implemented by different routers and as

a result, performance varies by router.

The decision to use IP multicast was primarily driven by the motivation to allow

one-to-many voice communications in a way that phones cannot provide. Streaming

IP multicast requires that UDP protocol is used to exchange packets. Although this is

an inherently lossy protocol, we chose to explore the different ways in which we could

improve the quality of the audio received and test whether this project proposed a

feasible architecture. Previous projects in the Speech Group at the MIT Media Lab

have successfully transmitted voice over IP (VOIP) using UDP multicast protocol,

however, as traffic on the wireless network increases, the chance that the quality of

VOIP is still acceptable decreases. Multicast may not be the best protocol to use

for one-to-one voice messaging, particularly because delay is not an issue. For more

robust models, we might try replacing multicast in voice instant messaging scenarios

with RTP (real-time transport protocol), which allows for services such as payload

type identification, sequence numbering, time-stamping, and delivery monitoring to

real-time applications [23].

The Server

Several classes make up the multicast messaging aspect of the SimPhony system. The

most important is the SimPhony Messaging Server (SimPhonyMessagingServer.java).

This object creates and maintains a hashtable of all of the active users. When a user

logs in to the system, this class retrieves her information from a user log file (or

perhaps someday a more sophisticated database) and stores this information in a

user profile object (user.java). The user profile maintains several fields like the users’

buddies and current IP address or phone number and currently unused fields such

as the users location and nicknames. The user log file is currently the only way to

add or remove buddies from one’s buddy list or in any way change the members of a

group. Most of this functionality is standard in commercial instant messaging clients
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and did not need to be recreated for a research prototype.

The messaging server also controls the rest of the commands available to the user.

When sending a voice command to the server, the messaging server creates a multicast

server (multicastServer.java) object which randomly generates a multicast ip address

and port number which it then connects to and sends back to the client to connect to.

At this point, any data sent to that address and port number by the client is recorded

by the server. Although multicast is not needed when sending messages only to the

server, it might server to increase robustness of the system if there was always a back

up server, listening to commands and making recordings to assist the main server

in case of failure. Using a more reliable mechanism of transport, like RTP, might

bypass the need for redundancy. When making a synchronous connection to another

user, again a multicast server object is created but this time the address and port

generated are sent not only back to the client but also the the person or group to

whom she is connecting. Each individual client then connects to this address and

receives the data being transmitted. The clients play the audio data and the server,

which also remains part of the session records all the data for any members who are

unable to listen during the broadcast.

When a client finishes recording a voice message, the messaging server then notifies

the recipient of the message that he has received a message and gives him the ID

number of the message. Each recording made by the server is labelled with the

sender and recipients (or participants) names and the port number of the multicast

session. The port number is used to retrieve the voice message when the recipient is

online and receives notification of the message soon after it’s been recorded. When

a recipient is offline when the message is recorded and wants to check messages at a

later time or listen to the history of a session, he can search the directory of recordings

for all recordings with his user name in the filename. Listening to a message creates a

multicast player (multicastPlayer.java) object which opens the specified file, informs

the client of the multicast address and port at which that message will be broadcast,

and then plays the message.
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The Client

On the client side, there are multicast and multicast manager classes (multicast.cpp,

multicastManager.cpp) which manage the connections with the multicast address

coming from the server. The client is constantly in a message loop in which it is

sending data to the server and receiving a response from the server. When the client

wants to send a voice message or synchronous connection with another buddy or a

group, the server sends back a multicast address and port and the client then connects

to that address and informs the client that it is ready to send data. When the user is

finished recording or finished with the session, the client terminates the connection to

the multicast address. If the user is receiving a voice message, the server again tells

the client which address to connect to, the client connects and when the messages

are finished playing, the client disconnects from the address. The multicast manager

keeps track of the data about the current session, what type of a session it is (voice

message or synchronous audio), and if there is an interrupting session manages the

transition between the two.

4.2.2 Awareness

The concept of awareness with regards to the SimPhony system is one that is limited

to the user’s communication behaviors using the system. Although many messaging

clients try to include some high level information about whether a user is at their

desk or away from the keyboard, the SimPhony system is presently only looking

at communication activity to discern availability. This is relatively small scale in

comparison with systems which focus on awareness and discerning availability as key

components, however, within the context of this project and the user group involved,

it seemed sufficient when looking at distributed work groups in a work setting.

The Server

Because the server keeps track of who is online and who is in a conversation and how

often they transmit data, the server notifies other clients when one of their buddies
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becomes more active. When a user logs in, the server broadcasts a message to all

other clients notifying them that the current user has gone online. If that user is

part of their buddy list, the interface then updates to show the change of status

of that user. If a user sends a message or is transmitting to a group, that group

appears active on the other client’s screens. The current SimPhony interface only

distinguishes between online and offline users; however, one might imagine that if a

user is currently sending a message or talking to another user, that user’s name could

also look slightly different, indicating that that user is currently in a conversation.

The Client

The client communicates user status in two ways, first with an audio icon and secondly

with a change of the color of that users name on the screen. When a user logs in,

an audio icon is played indicating a login and that user’s name changed color on the

screen. A separate audio icon can also be used for each user creating personalized

alerts for each user.

4.2.3 Transitioning

One of the key behaviors of the SimPhony system which sets it apart from other voice

messaging systems is the concept of transitioning between styles of communication.

The Server

The SimPhony system tries to find the most efficient method for communication

between two individuals by monitoring the frequency of their communication and

changing they style accordingly. This behavior is governed by the transition manager

(transitionManager.java). This object is instantiated when one user sends a voice

message to another. The transition manager records the time that message was sent

and notes the sender and receiver of the message. It notes when the recipient listens

to the message and when the recipient replies to the sender. Although the system

does not notify the user that her message has been heard by the message recipient, it
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could easily send a notification back to the message sender indicating such. Because

it notes every message sent back and forth, it is also able to compare the time between

exchanges. If a user sends a message to a buddy and that buddy responds quickly, the

transition manager assumes that they are both available for a more synchronous style

of communication. When the original sender (the user) requests to send a message

the second time, if this request is less than 2 minutes later than the time the original

message was sent, the transition manager automatically makes the request a request

for a synchronous conversation as opposed to another voice message.

Obviously, this assumption is not always correct so there are two methods in

place to prevent this behavior from becoming too annoying. The first is the ability

to configure this behavior for different individuals. For some, you might want to

increase the number of messages exchanged or the amount of time elapsed before the

system automatically transitions to synchronous voice. It is simple to add these rules

to the transitionManager class. By checking for a specific user name and associating

that user with either the time delay or the number of messages exchanged before

the transition, a user can configure to transitions to her preference. Secondly, if the

transition takes place and the user does not want to have a full-duplex conversation,

she can press the back arrow on the iPAQ and the session is ended. She can easily

send a voice message at this stage, without fear that the system will transition her

again into a synchronous voice session.

4.2.4 History

This aspect of the SimPhony system is one that might raise concerns of privacy and

monitoring particularly among small work groups in a work environment. Recording

conversations between members of a team can be a benefit or a way to monitor workers

and comment on their productivity. Fab workers have mixed ideas when it comes to

having their conversations recorded. When used as a tool by others to find out about

something work related or understand a process or troubleshooting procedure then

having those conversations recorded is a boon. However, if used by the company to

monitor their work styles and productivity, the practice of recording conversations is
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discouraged.

The Server

In the current version of the SimPhony system, the server records all voice messages

and conversations within groups and between individuals. Unless the voice message

is delivered while the recipient is online, there is currently no way for the user to

query his or her messages from the server using the pocket PC client. However, the

messages on the server are stored by type (voice message or conversation), recipient

and sender’s name, and port number of the multicast session. To query messages,

one would simply need to do a search of the server directory and find any messages

with his or her buddy name in the filename and play that file. The telephone client

allows users to listen to all of the messages recorded for them since they were last

online. This feature could easily be integrated into the pocket PC client. Future

versions of the SimPhony system will have more control over the recordings, allowing

participants in a conversation to decide beforehand whether a conversation will be

logged or not.

4.2.5 Voice Control

The Voice Recognition Server

The voice recognition server is written in visual basic and uses the Microsoft Speech

API (SAPI 3.0). The server was adapted from a voice recognition server example that

came with SAPI 3.0 to include a socket server which waits for an incoming connection

from a client and then streams the data to the recognizer and stores the data in a

memory buffer until the client signals the end of the stream. The recognizer then forms

a hypothesis for each word and when it completes the recognition, it sends back a

string of what it recognized to the client, at which point the connection between the

client and server is closed. At each new voice command, a new connection is made

and the process occurs again.

The voice recognition server is command and control for a small vocabulary of
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six commands and six names at present. The vocabulary is a simple grammar which

looks for a command and if the command takes an argument, usually the name of a

buddy, the recognizer looks at the word following the command to find the buddy or

user name. The grammar has several entries similar to:

<RULE NAME="sendvim" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE">

<P PROPNAME="request" VALSTR="sendvim">voice message</P>

<L PROPNAME="participants">

<p VALSTR="vidya">vidya</P>

<P VALSTR="nigel">nigel</P>

<p VALSTR="stefanm">stefan</P>

<P VALSTR="geek">chris</P>

<P VALSTR="matt">matt</P>

<P VALSTR="gvallejo">gerardo</P>

</L>

</RULE>

See Appendix A for the full vocabulary.

If the client says the command “voice message vidya” the recognizer first recog-

nizes the command voice message and then assumes that the following word will be

one of the “participants”. When the recognizer has completed the recognition, it

sends back to the client the value string (VALSTR) of the words it has recognized.

In other words, instead of sending back “voice message vidya” as a string, it will send

back sendvim vidya to the client. Sendvim is a command that exists on the server

which sends back to the client a multicast address to connect to in order to send

a voice message to the specified buddy. In the case of a user like chris, the actual

login handle might be different from the spoken name, as a result, sending the value

string as opposed to the string that is recognized allows more flexibility in creating

nicknames and shortcuts for users but still maintaining the same handle within the

SimPhony program.
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The Client

The client side of the voice recognition works in two stages. First, the client pushes

and holds the push-to-talk button and issues a command. The client establishes a

UDP socket connection to the voice recognition server and sends packets to the server

until the client releases the push-to-talk button. At this point, the client sends a 1 byte

packet signifying that the command is finished and that the recognition can begin.

The client then waits for a string from the recognition server and when it receives the

string, closes the socket connection. If the string received is null, this signifies a false

recognition by the speech recognition server and the client plays a tone signifying

that it was a false recognition and that the user should try again. If the string is a

valid command, the client sends the recognized string to the server and waits for a

response from the server. If, as in the example above, the client sends sendvim vidya

to the server, the server will instantiate the multicastServer class, create a multicast

address, connect to that address and then send it back to the client so that the client

can connect to that address and the user can begin recording her message.

4.2.6 Telephone Module

The telephone module of the SimPhony system is a Visual C++ layer that sits be-

tween the SimPhony messaging server, the voice recognition server and the telephone.

It runs on a Windows NT desktop which contains the Intel Dialogic D/41JCT-LS 4-

port board. This card has 4 input jacks for phone lines and thus is able to create a

gateway between a traditional telephone or mobile phone and the wired and wireless

network. This connection allows the incoming phone call to send and receive data

from the voice recognition server and the SimPhony messaging server. The card acts

similarly to a sound card, allowing the phone to be used as a microphone and speaker.

The dialogic API gives the client the necessary procedures and functions to access

the data coming in from the phone and write outgoing data to the phone.

This module detects when there is an incoming call to the SimPhony system,

answers the call and providing some direction to the user on the other end and sends
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the users commands to the voice recognition server. The voice recognition server

sends back the recognized command and the telephone client then sends it to the

SimPhony server which sends back the same information to the telephone client that

it does to the pocket PC client. At this point, the telephone client behaves similarly

to the pocket PC client. It primarily acts as a multicast connector, allowing input

to come in over the phone and get multicast to the address sent to it by the server.

When checking for messages, the telephone client checks a text file with the same

name as the current user which specifies how many messages that user received. The

client then plays those files sequentially to the user.
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Chapter 5

Feedback

The feedback gathered about the SimPhony system concentrates primarily on the

features implemented and the technical feasibility of the design. The primary user

groups giving feedback were techs and office workers working with the designers. The

reason for this focus is primarily because the original design for the SimPhony system

comes from the difficulty in using normal communication tools in the fab hence, the

design is most closely tied to that scenario. The strict restrictions about materials

brought into the clean rooms made it difficult to test the prototype on short notice.

As a result, the most effective first round of feedback came primarily from techs

role-playing the user scenario described in chapter 2 and the designers and colleagues

refining the design through simple quality assurance methods. A more thorough

review will be proposed from the lessons learned from the simple user interface and

technical feedback gathered for the first prototype.

The remainder of this chapter will be broken up into two sections. First, we

discuss user feedback received from members of the manufacturing team at Intel in

Leixlip, Ireland. Secondly, we discuss challenges encountered in the technical design

and talk about ways in which those challenges were addressed. Throughout the two

sections, we will include comments and suggestions for how to improve or design a

more thorough evaluation for the SimPhony system.
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5.1 User Comments

Because the design for the SimPhony system is so closely tied to the fab scenario, the

design of the system has gone through several revisions and comments by techs and

others well versed in the manufacturing environment throughout its conceptual and

design stages. The primary need for the techs was to have a lightweight communica-

tion system with which they could communicate with others in the fab and outside of

the fab without having to go through the two step process of paging that person and

waiting for him to call them back. Ideally, if that communication device could reside

on a device that they already had and they could use it to send and receive data from

one another, this system would be the ideal tool for their environment. Something

that gave them the ability to have a high level overview about the progress of lots and

what was going on in the fab, as well as a tool which allowed them to streamline the

process of transferring information from one shift to another. This system focuses on

the need for a lightweight communication device yet it hopes to be a flexible enough

architecture so that it may someday be expanded to include data as well.

Despite the feeling that many office workers have about instant messaging being a

tool used more for “goofing off” than being productive, the fab environment and other

similar mobile working environments might be different. Because workers in these en-

vironments are constantly moving and often changing tasks, having a communication

system that is able to move from being synchronous to asynchronous quickly, like

instant messaging, might seem more useful. Rather than become a tool for distrac-

tion, it might become the only tool with the flexibility to handle multi-tasking in an

environment where workers are not constantly seated behind a desk. Because of the

restrictions of the environment and the bunny suits, however, text instant messaging

is not a viable option. As a result, voice instant messaging, being able to send short

recorded messages quickly back and forth became the primary candidate for commu-

nication in this environment. Users preferred the ability to use a lightweight system to

send messages back and forth as opposed to constantly having a walkie-talkie system

where everyone on the same band heard each other all the time.
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Awareness both of activities going on in the fab and of others whereabouts is also

important to the techs. Knowing when a lot (a group of microchips) is delayed before

them meant knowing how much downtime they have and how to manage their own

time. Having some idea of how long it would take someone to get back to them after

having paged them is also important, particularly if they are having trouble with

their tool. Again, instant messaging seemed like a viable tool because of the presence

information that it provides. When a user is logged into an instant messaging client,

he can manually set himself as online or away or any number of states or he can have

the client automatically assume those states based on his activity at the computer. If

he has typed on the keyboard or moved the mouse in the last 15 minutes, the client

assumes that you are available but after a period of inactivity, sets you away and tells

your buddies how long you’ve been in that state. This minimal awareness does not

become too intrusive but can give a user a good idea of how long it might take for a

buddy to respond to a message.

These two motivating factors made it clear that voice instant messaging presented

the most fitting style of interaction for that work environment. The response to having

a lightweight messaging system to send short voice messages was also positive. How

much it might be used in a work environment remains to be seen, but techs felt that

this might be a useful tool. In practice, the number of voice messages exchanged and

their length and the number of “conversations” these messages spawned might all be

interesting to look at to see if in fact this style of messaging was more convenient and

frequently used than the synchronous full-duplex connection.

Secondly, the ability to communicate with more than one person at a time ap-

pealed to the techs. Their work rarely leaves them in isolation so being able to

consult with other techs in the cleanroom and other people outside of the cleanroom

seemed really applicable to their work needs. They requested the further ability to

add someone in to an ongoing conversation. This is a feature easily added into a

second generation of the SimPhony system. Creating groups of people whom they

could message as one and talk to together related closely to their need to keep groups

aware of the overall activity and work flow inside the fab.
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One of the techs commented that they had tried several tools, like instant mes-

saging, to help improve communication amongst team members. However, they had

to adapt their work styles to use the messaging system as opposed to the system

adapting to their environment. He felt that without trying the SimPhony system in

their natural environment, it would be difficult to tell whether the behaviors of the

system did in fact adapt to their work styles, however, he said that the type of system

which used communication behavior to adapt to work style would probably be more

successful than one which simply required users to adapt to it.

To truly get a sense for how well the SimPhony system works within the fab, techs

would have to use the system in a long-term trial in both their day-to-day work and

perhaps during a drill or some other activity in which their communication behaviors

could be controlled and compared with another tool. Such a test is difficult to do

in a lab or another external environment because the communication differs so much

from one day to the next or between events that a true trail would have to take place

in the fab or another similar environment. Testing and improvements done in the lab

are addressed in the next section.

5.2 Design Modifications

The SimPhony system was used and is continually being tested for major usability

problems and software bugs by its designers at the Media Lab. The primary problems

tended to focus on feedback for certain types of behaviors and audio quality for both

the instant messages and the multicast synchronous audio sessions.

5.2.1 User Interface Modifications

A majority of the modifications already made to the SimPhony system deal largely

with the user interface and the way in which it gives feedback to the user on both the

screen interface and the audio only interface. When using voice commands, the system

alerts the user to its state by playing tones to indicate different events. Originally,

when the system was ready to begin a synchronous conversation, it would play a
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begin recording tone and when the session was ended by the user, it would play and

end recording tone. When sending a voice message, the begin recording tone would

only play when the user actually began recording the message as opposed to when

the system was ready to have the user begin the recording (i.e. when all parties had

received the appropriate multicast address to join). This subtle difference in feedback

caused confusion even for users who knew the system well. As a result, we decided

to retain consistency and only give feedback when the client had begun or ended

recording rather than when the system was ready to begin recording.

5.2.2 Technical Modifications

The technical feasibility of a system that works entirely over the wireless network was

something that actually building and testing a prototype of the SimPhony system

would tell us. In order to make voice communication successful, the quality of the

audio needs to be clear and the delay needs to be minimal [24]. Because the system

proposes the use of the multicast protocol implemented in the router, a protocol

not yet used and tested to its full potential, we needed to make sure that it was

appropriate to use. What we found however might produce significant difficulties in

the architecture proposed.

We began by implementing a recording and playback application that let us test

the audio quality of the recording and playback on the pocket PC. This code was then

integrated into the multicast messaging architecture explained in the previous chapter.

On first pass, the audio which was being recorded and simultaneously multicast on

the pocket PC was extremely choppy. Packets were being dropped and only about

30% of the audio was being played on the other end. At this stage, we added buffering

to the system on both the recording and playback side in case either the recording or

the playback was happening faster than the packets were being sent or received. We

also changed the size of the audio buffers being sent over the network hoping to find

the perfect size which minimized the number of dropped packets while still allowing

the audio to sound continuous if one packet was missed. We found the perfect buffer

size to be 80ms. Any smaller seemed to incur a great deal of loss and any larger would
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make the audio incomprehensible if there was a packet lost. On the recording side, we

stored up to 4 audio buffers at any given time. This prevented audio from being lost

if the sending was not happening as fast as the recording. On the playback side we

stored up to 10 buffers at any given time in case the playback was happening slower

than the device was receiving packets over the network. This seemed to improve the

quality of the audio from the first implementation but we found that we were still

only receiving 50-60% of the audio during our tests.

In trying to uncover whether the loss was occurring on transmission or on receipt,

we tried recording what we were sending from the pocket PC and comparing it to a

recording we made of what was received on the other end. However, the overhead

created by writing this data to a file decreased the quality of the audio even further.

Because we were using multicast, we decided to compare what was heard on the iPAQ

to the recording made on the wired server. What we found was the the recording on

the server was more often than not complete and fully comprehensible. At this stage,

we theorized that the packet loss we were hearing on the iPAQ might be due to the

decreased bandwidth and high traffic on the wireless network. Our first experiment to

test this theory was to implement a simple squelch algorithm which allowed us to only

transmit when there was speech being recorded. This simple rule only transmitted

audio over a certain threshold which was tested for each iPAQ individually since each

device had a different microphone. This meant that we were only sending data over

the network when there was speech to be transmitted and not sending ambient noise.

This improved the full-duplex communication but it did not improve the quality of

each individual transmission. Using tools like Winamp and Real Player as a model, we

tried time stamping each packet sent and playing each one back with the same delay

with which they were recorded. Although this would not prevent packet loss, it might

keep the packets that were there playing with the correct spacing between them and

would allow us to insert silence where there was a packet loss instead of subjecting the

user to the click or pop that we were hearing. This tactic did not improve the quality

of the audio for the listener so we decided to test our configuration even further to

find the cause of the problem.
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To see that there was actually packet loss corresponding to the pops we were

hearing in the audio, we put a packet header on each packet with a packet number

(0-xxxx) and the time at which the packet was created (hh:mm:ss). When a packet

was received, the header was stripped and written to a file. The packet headers were

compared on both the receiving pocket PC and the wired server. The pocket PC

continually showed greater losses than the wired server. Furthermore, these losses

corresponded to the ones we heard in the playback on the pocket PC. Since the

primary difference between the server and the client is the network, we decided to

test the client on a wired network as well. Using a PCMCIA card, we plugged

the pocket PC into the wired network and tried the same test again. With this

configuration, the pocket PC incurred much less loss and the quality of the audio was

much improved. It seemed that the wired network performance was much better than

the wireless network. We tried all of these tests both during the day, during periods of

high network traffic and at night, during periods of little or no traffic. Although the

quality of the audio improved slightly at night, the improvement was not significant

enough to write off the decreased quality as a function of network traffic.

Because we were unsure whether the problem could be attributed to decreased

bandwidth and increased traffic on the wireless network, we decided to see whether

the problem could be attributed to the implementation of multicast on our wireless

router. We altered a version of the SimPhony messaging client to use point-to-point

sending as opposed to multicast. We compared the audio transmitted in this version

to the multicast version and found relatively little difference between the point-to-

point and multicast. Both versions were still dropping approximately 30-40% of the

packets making the audio understandable at times and very difficult to understand

at others.

In comparison, the voice messages which are recorded on the server and later

streamed to the client are much more comprehensible. Perhaps because the messages

are short and asynchronous or because they are streamed from the wired server,

the fairly infrequent losses do not seem to deteriorate the quality so much that the

message is no longer understandable.
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Thus far, the solutions we have tried to improve the quality of the synchronous

audio for the SimPhony system have made little improvement. What remains to

be seen is whether trying the same system with a different wireless router might

prove to be more successful. Until the problem is pinpointed or resolved, however,

it is difficult to assess the feasibility of this architecture, using multicast protocol to

transmit voice over IP in this setting. However, there are a few commercial voice

over wireless LAN (VoWLAN) products that are slowly making their way onto the

market and into the workplace. Many of these products implement their own quality

of service mechanisms [25] to account for issues like security, reliable network coverage

and reliable transmission during periods of high traffic.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Although this is only the first iteration and initial reaction to the SimPhony system,

many things can be taken from this design and the initial reactions of users.

The system that was built consisted of a few core features which make it unique

from conventional text instant messaging clients and voice instant messaging clients

soon to be on the market. The concept of transitioning from one style of communica-

tion, voice instant messaging, to another, synchronous full-duplex audio automatically

based on frequency of communication is a concept unheard of in instant messaging.

Although the ability exists to have synchronous text chats, the merging of the two

does not. A feature like this could make communication in an already busy setting

more efficient. Secondly, the idea of creating and maintaining groups and allowing

them to communicate with the same interface that individuals might use is another

feature unique to this prototype. In a setting where groupwork is mandatory, such

a tool is in demand. And finally, allowing the user the ability to monitor more than

one conversation at a time by allowing for intelligent and meaningful interruptions.

Although these features have yet to be tested in day-to-day use by real users, initial

reactions to the design and to the features were positive and encouraging.

Contextual design methodology prescribes that it is impossible to design for a

specific user group without deeply involving yourself and educating yourself about

that user groups work style and needs. Learning so much about group work and a

manufacturing technicians job and the requirements not only of each individual but
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of the group as a whole served as great inspiration when designing features for the

SimPhony system. That focus on the user’s scenario seems to have paid off particu-

larly in the style of the system and the various metaphors it uses for communication.

The balance the system has between notifying other users of a buddy’s presence but

not overloading them with information at any given time fits both their needs at work

and within the demands of their time.

Work in this area is far from complete. The final section touches on a few ideas

that the designers of the SimPhony system see coming in the future.

6.1 Future Work

Over the course of designing the SimPhony system, many related areas and new

features have come to light. We will discuss a few of them here but this is by no

means a complete list of interesting future work that can be pursued.

The most obvious area to pursue future work would be in refining and perfecting

and testing the current features of the SimPhony system. Improving the quality of the

audio for the synchronous conversations would be a great boost in the system’s ability

to truly replace the telephone/pager system working in most cleanroom facilities

today. A possible alternative and more scalable version of the current prototype

would either develop a different scheme for transmission over UDP multicast or use

a different, more robust scheme. Addressing issues like how often another group can

interrupt a user when she is already in another conversation, or can there be multiple

alerts for a single group when it goes inactive and become active again would also

clean up the system’s ability to manage multiple ongoing groups. Allowing the user

more control in managing groups might also help solidify the notion of grouping within

the system. If a user were able to dynamically add or remove people from a group

conversation, the seamlessness with which they could move from one conversation to

another would allow all of their communication interactions to happen with greater

ease. Allowing users to notify others when they add them to groups and allowing

them access to the same groups might also liken the idea of groups to a newsgroup or
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mailing list. Such groups could be published in some address book or other company

list. Having a directory of users and allowing different users to configure their buddy

lists in different ways might also help individuals adapt themselves and their workstyle

to the system. Obviously, including more of the standard features of instant messaging

and other similar communication systems would help make SimPhony a product

rather than a prototype.

There were several features that we discussed when designing the architecture of

the SimPhony system but decided not to include. Many are already implemented

in other systems. Integrating text messaging, file transferring, and document shar-

ing might also be useful for the techs and other workgroups. Buddies can be given

nicknames by the individual user under the current system but also allowing stan-

dard nicknames for people who fulfill a specific role during all of their shifts or are

always in a certain location might also be helpful. For example, if there is always a

mechanic who works during every shift, messaging mechanic will get whomever is the

mechanic working during that shift, not one person but the person who fulfills that

role. Allowing more dynamic location based and role based messaging would require

additional infrastructure but might also be useful. If the pocket PC registered a users

location near a tool, calling that tool might get you the tech located closest to it

or perhaps the one who’s listed on the timetable as being assigned to that tool. In

the cleanroom, all techs must use two hands when carrying lots from one location to

another. If their gloves were to have sensors at the fingertips, the system might be

able to guess when the techs were busy transporting expensive lots and not disturb

them. Similarly, if nurses were with patients, the system might sense the ambient

noise and not interrupt them with messages.

Classifying and organizing the history of conversations might also open another

area of research. Visualizing each conversation by showing a timeline and the activity

of each group member over the course of that timeline might allow users to more

knowledgably browse the audio of past conversations. Sorting past conversations

based on their participants, their length or their subject matter might further promote

the audio to be later reused as valuable data for other techs or incoming workers on
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the next shift. Some groups might be public and allow anyone to join and participate

in the discussion while others might be private and be only used to send specific types

of information to participants or used only during emergencies.

Enhancing the role of the voice recognition in the user interface would also provide

the user with a great deal more functionality without having to look at the screen. The

current prototype requires that all users use the same vocabulary for voice recognition

but loading a separate vocabulary for each user would allow the user to configure

and add short cuts that then would not interfere with other users commands. If the

vocabulary were updated dynamically, users could easily set short-cuts and nicknames

to groups and users themselves. They could even create groups during a conversation

and name the group using voice commands which would be directly input into the

vocabulary. Users could also set themselves away or busy with voice commands and

avoid interacting with the interface all together when their environment becomes

hectic.

The architecture of the SimPhony system itself might also vary. Some techs were

weary of having all of their conversations recorded for fear that the audio might be

used to monitor their work or judge their productivity. The organization of the Sim-

Phony system might be changed so that not all conversations are recorded by the

server, but only ones that all members feel might be relevant to others. This would

prevent techs who are having personal conversations from being penalized or make

them afraid to communicate but would still allow consenting techs to record conversa-

tions for reference. Having less of the functionality be driven by the server and more

driven by the clients themselves might also be a different take to the system. Instead

of having the server be the central connection in every interaction between clients,

clients might connect on their own when having one-to-one conversations. This dif-

ference in architecture might make the system safer and more scalable. Security is

also another area in which the system could be greatly improved. Requiring users to

login with a username and an encrypted password would be just the first step but

would at least help prevent one user from logging in as another.

As is, the SimPhony system just touches the surface of what can and will be
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exciting in voice messaging. As further interactions of the design progress, the system

will hopefully reach its potential in becoming more useful to distributed workgroups

than the walkie-talkie or telephone.
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Appendix A

Voice Recognition Vocabulary

<GRAMMAR LANGID="409">

<RULE NAME="login" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE">

<P PROPNAME="request" VALSTR="login">login</P>

<L PROPNAME="participants">

<P VALSTR="vidya">vidya</P>

<P VALSTR="nigel">nigel</P>

<P VALSTR="stefanm">stefan</P>

<P VALSTR="geek">chris</P>

<P VALSTR="matt">matt</P>

<P VALSTR="gvallejo">gerardo</P>

</L>

</rule>

<RULE NAME="sendvim" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE">

<P PROPNAME="request" VALSTR="sendvim">voice message</P>

<L PROPNAME="participants">

<p VALSTR="vidya">vidya</P>

<P VALSTR="nigel">nigel</P>
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<p VALSTR="stefanm">stefan</P>

<P VALSTR="geek">chris</P>

<P VALSTR="matt">matt</P>

<P VALSTR="gvallejo">gerardo</P>

</L>

</rule>

<RULE NAME="sendvoice" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE">

<P PROPNAME="request" VALSTR="sendvoice">connect to</P>

<L PROPNAME="participants">

<p VALSTR="vidya">vidya</P>

<p VALSTR="nigel">nigel</P>

<P VALSTR="stefanm">stefan</P>

<P VALSTR="geek">chris</P>

<P VALSTR="matt">matt</P>

<P VALSTR="gvallejo">gerardo</P>

</L>

</RULE>

<RULE NAME="listen" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE">

<P PROPNAME="request" VALSTR="listenvim">listen to messages</P>

</RULE>

<RULE NAME="select" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE">

<P PROPNAME="request" VALSTR="select">select</P>

<L PROPNAME="participants">

<P VALSTR="vidya">vidya</P>

<p VALSTR="nigel">nigel</P>

<P VALSTR="stefanm">stefan</P>

<P VALSTR="geek">chris</P>
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<P VALSTR="matt">matt</P>

<P VALSTR="gvallejo">gerardo</P>

</L>

</RULE>

<RULE NAME="add" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE">

<P PROPNAME="request" VALSTR="add">add member</P>

<L PROPNAME="participants">

<P VALSTR="vidya">vidya</P>

<p VALSTR="nigel">nigel</P>

<P VALSTR="stefanm">stefan</P>

<P VALSTR="geek">chris</P>

<P VALSTR="matt">matt</P>

<P VALSTR="gvallejo">gerardo</P>

</L>

</RULE>

</GRAMMAR>
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